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PRESENT
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P. English, Interim VP HR;
J. Friedlander, Executive VP Ed Programs;
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J. McPheter, Classified Staff Representative;
M. Medel, Supervisory Bargaining Unit;
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D. Nevins, President, Academic Senate;
K. O’Connor, Academic Senate Representative;
C. Salazar, Classified Staff Representative;
B. Schaffner, Director, Continuing Education,
for O. Arellano
G. Sherman, President, Assoc. Student Body;
J. Sullivan, VP Business Services
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ABSENT:
O. Arellano, VP, Continuing Education ,
R. Else, Sr. Dir. Inst. Assessment, Research &
Planning;
GUESTS:
P. Butler, Planning & Resources Committee;
A. Harper, Director, Continuing Education
K. Harris, Director, Continuing Education
D. Hersh, Dean, Ed Programs
D. Hollems, Dean Ed Programs;
J. Metiu, Chair Allied Health Dept.;
B. Partee, Dean, Educational Programs
B. Pazich, Dean, Ed Programs;
J. Pike, Director, Learning Resource Center;
S. Saenger; Co-Chair, Cont. Ed. IA
L. Stark, Pres. Instructors’ Association ;
L. Vasquez, ITC, Committee Chair

Call to Order
1.1 President Lori Gaskin called the meeting to order and asked for the approval of the minutes.
1.2 Approval of 10/16/12 CPC Minutes
M/S/C (Nevins/Salazar) to approve the corrected minutes of the 10/16/12 CPC meeting.
All were in favor.

2.0

Announcements
2.1 P. English, Interim VP HR reminded CPC that the completion of the hourly staff restoration
request form is due November 2.

3.0

Information Items
3.1 Upcoming dates for CPC:
 November 6
 November 20
 December 4
Dr. Gaskin announced the dates of the last three CPC meetings of the year and informed CPC
that at the December 4 meeting, the first reading and reviewing of the accreditation special
report that deals with our sanction of warning will take place. This special report has been

worked on by the Accreditation Task Force over the past several months. We may or may
not have to have a second meeting in December.
4.0

Discussion Items
4.1 Review of the 2011-2014 District Technology Plan – P. Bishop
VP Bishop reported that the review of the 2011-2014 District Technology Plan has already
been through ITC, DTC, and Academic Senate. Dr. Bishop would like CPC to review it and
at the November 6 CPC meeting the District Technology Plan will be an action item for
approval.
4.2 Proposed Mission Statement Review Process – L. Gaskin
The Board of Trustees has established as one of its 2012-13 goals the review of the college’s
mission statement as a starting point to coalescing and refining our planning process into an
integrated structure. The President provided an overview of the process being proposed for
review of the mission statement.
Dr. Gaskin stated that CPC is the body that oversees the mission statement. She reminded
the members that the mission statement is at the core of integrated planning.
Dr. Gaskin reported that she has invited Dr. Eva Conrad, former president of Moorpark
College, to be the consultant to work with the college on the mission statement and on the
integrated planning process. Dr. Conrad who has done substantial work with institutions on
mission statements, integrated planning and with accreditation sanctions, has been invited to
attend the next CPC Meeting on November 6. Dr. Conrad will outline the details of the
proposed process that she will take the college through.

5.0

Action items
5.1 Operations Program Review information on new van for van pool. – J. Sullivan
The total estimated cost for the program review items from operations departments is
$146,900 which was approved by CPC at the October 16 meeting with the exception of the
$25,000 for a new van for the van pool pending a cost-analysis which CPC will review at this
meeting.
VP Sullivan reported on the balance after expenses that have accumulated in the van pool
reserves which is $25,000. After further discussion a motion was made.
M/S/C (Sullivan/Monda) to approve up to $10K toward the new van for the Santa
Maria van pool, that there be a minimum of four individuals who are utilizing the
carpool and that an outreach effort is launched to ensure employees are aware of this
transportation option. Two were opposed, fourteen in favor, no one abstained.
5.2 Budget Development Timeline for 2013 – 14 Budget - J. Sullivan and L. Gaskin (Att. 5.2)
The budget development timeline for the 2013-14 budget provides the schedule from
October, 2012 through September, 2013. The schedule covers the development of program

review, budget assumptions, tentative and adopted budgets, critical dates and the consultation
process.
VP Sullivan handed out and walked CPC through the 2013-14 budget development timeline.
Dr. Gaskin introduced Zero-Based-Budgeting (ZBB) into this discussion. Dr. Gaskin stated
that an institution needs to look back and see what its baseline is and move forward,
especially in times of austerity. She stressed that this is not a yearly process, but healthy to
do every few years when there are limited fiscal resources.
Dr. Gaskin outlined the different major object codes used in the college’s budgeting,
delineated which ones would be included in the review and analyzed. She stressed that no
permanent staff codes would be reviewed, but areas such as supplies and materials, contracts
and services, and equipment would be. Tier 1 needs are essentials needed to run a program,
Tier 2 needs are identified as important, but not essential and Tier 3 allows the operation to
be enhanced.
Dr. Gaskin stated that ZBB is prioritizing where this institution believes it needs to place its
limited resources and recognizing that we cannot continue to do it all. This relates to our
mission statement.
Dr. Gaskin asked for an action to approve the college building the discretionary part of the
general fund, using ZBB for the 2013 – 14 calendar year.
M/S/C (Friedlander/O’Connor) to approve the Budget Development Timeline for 2013
– 14 Budget with a notation that more detail will be added in terms of the committee
work. All in Favor, no one opposed.
M/S/C (Nevins/Neufeld) to implement Zero Based Budgeting for the development of the
discretionary part of the general fund using ZBB budget of 2013 – 14 within this
calendar.
Discussion took place regarding the ZBB motion with a request that the vote be postponed
until the November 6 Meeting in order to take it to the Academic Senate meeting to discuss.
M/S/C (O’Connor/Monda) to table the motion to implement ZBB until the November 6
CPC Meeting. All in Favor, no one opposed.
5.3 Emergency Operations Request – J. Sullivan
Emergency Operations is requesting $26,000 from contingency in the equipment fund to
purchase communications equipment for the emergency operations center. The equipment
consists of 8 radios, flashlights, repeaters (including installation) to allow communication
across the entire campus and between the campus and Wake and Schott centers during an
emergency. There is no equipment available for this currently.
VP Sullivan explained the importance of purchasing the repeaters in order to communicate
across campus and the Wake and Schott Centers during an emergency. The repeaters are
more reliable than cell phones and in an operation Dr. Gaskin, and her team will need to
communicate with all those involved.

M/S/C (Nevins/Friedlander) to approve Emergency Operations request of $26,000 from
contingency in the equipment fund to purchase communications equipment for the
emergency operations center. All in Favor.
5.4 Integrated Planning Work Group - Lori Gaskin
The President is requesting CPC form a workgroup to evaluate the college’s overall planning
framework and develop an integrated approach linking the varied elements of that
structure. R. Else, Sr. Dir. Inst. Assessment, Research & Planning will be heading up this
group. The goal of the integrated planning is to enable every person on this campus to
understand how our processes relate. This group will help the college develop that. Dr.
Gaskin stated that she was looking for individuals who have a passion for this. The nine who
volunteered and who are on the committee are as follows:
1) Robert R. Else, Sr. Dir. Inst. Assessment, Research & Planning - Chair
2) Lori Gaskin, President, SBCC
3) Dean Nevins, President, Academic Senate
4) Kim Monda, Academic Senate Representative, Chair Planning and Resources Committee
5) Paul Bishop, VP Information Technology
6) Priscilla Butler, P&R, Academic Senate
7) Liz Auchincloss, Pres., CSEA
8) Laurie Vasquez, ITC, Committee
9) Nina Mahaffey, Supervisor of the CLRC from Management Group
10) Jack Friedlander, place holder for someone from Ed Programs.
M/S/C (O’Connor/Bishop) to approve the CPC Integrated Planning Workgroup. All in
Favor.
5.5 Conversions of Non-credit, Non-enhanced FTES to Fee-Based (Tuition) for 2012-2013 – O.
Arellano
At its special meeting on June 20, 2012, the Board of Trustees provided direction to the
Continuing Education Division to convert 40% of the non-enhanced FTES to fee-based
(tuition) in fall 2012, and 20% in winter 2013. This has been accomplished.
It is the recommendation of the Continuing Education (CE) Council that no additional
conversions occur beyond the 60% for the 2012-2013 year in anticipation of full conversion
with the launching of the Center for Lifelong Learning in fall 2013. The CE Division is
requesting a recommendation from CPC.
After a discussion there was consensus that this item would be considered by CPC after the
outcome of the November election is known.
6.0

Adjournment
6.1 The meeting was adjourned.
6.2 The next regularly scheduled CPC meeting will be Tuesday, November 6 in Room A218C,
3:00 p.m. - 4:30 p.m.

SANTA BARBARA COMMUNITY COLLEGE DISTRICT
CLASS TITLE: EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR - CENTER FOR LIFELONG LEARNING

BASIC FUNCTION:
The Executive Director of the Center for Lifelong Learning is responsible for leading and
representing the Center for Lifelong Learning by meeting community, student, faculty and staff needs
and assuring the financial stability, sustainability and growth of the program.
Under the direction of the Executive Vice President, Educational Programs, create and implement
the self-supporting Center for Lifelong Learning, which is responsive to the needs of the community.
Create a sustainable viable business model which provides for long term financial stability. Plan,
organize, control and direct the operations, programs, classes, seminars, and activities, marketing,
budgets, staff and community advisory committees. Supervise and oversee the performance of
assigned instructors, staff and volunteers. Coordinate fundraising activities with the Foundation for
Santa Barbara City College.
REPRESENTATIVE DUTIES:
ESSENTIAL DUTIES:
Create and implement the self-supporting Center for Lifelong Learning. Develop and implement
programs, classes, seminars, and activities that are responsive to the needs of the community. Plan,
organize, control and direct the operations, programs, classes, seminars, and activities of the Center
for Lifelong Learning.
Create a sustainable viable business model which provides for long term financial stability. Develop,
implement, evaluate and adjust the business model to assure financial and operational viability.
Develop and prepare the annual budget; analyze and review budgetary and financial data; control and
authorize expenditures in accordance with established limitations; research, obtain and maintain
grants and other funding sources as required; develop and maintain contracts as assigned. Understand
and interpret financial reports.
Coordinate with the Foundation for SBCC on fundraising opportunities, events and sponsorship.
Identify, plan, develop, implement and evaluate special sponsored and co-sponsored programs and
events that are dynamic and responsive to community learning interests.
Arrange and coordinate calendars, facilities and support services for the instructional activities of the
Center; conduct needs assessments; design, develop and evaluate new Center for Lifelong Learning
programs, courses, workshops, lectures, seminars, conferences, forums and special events.
Monitor and evaluate assigned programs and courses for educational effectiveness and operational
efficiency; maintain awareness of trends and issues in education and the community; receive and
respond to student, staff and public input concerning program and lifelong learning course needs and
community interests; develop and implement standards, programs, policies and procedures to
enhance the Center’s educational effectiveness and operational efficiency.
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Oversee the development, implementation and evaluation of the Center for Lifelong Learning’s
marketing, public relations and community outreach plans. In collaboration with the Center for
Lifelong Learning’s Community Council of Stakeholders, identify, recruit and provide support for
community members to serve on volunteer advisory committees for various curriculum/program
areas of focus, marketing, public relations, fundraising and overall support for the Center for
Lifelong Learning.
Supervise and evaluate the performance of instructors and staff; interview and select employees and
recommend transfers, reassignment, termination and disciplinary actions; coordinate subordinate
work assignments and review work to assure compliance with established standards, requirements
and procedures.
Monitor, assess and adjust program offerings in response to student and community needs;
coordinate activities to enhance staff understanding of educational practices, curriculum standards
and instructional strategies related to the Center’s mission and focus.
Coordinate programs, courses, communications, activities and information between staff, instructors,
administrators, outside organizations, businesses, the public, the Community Council of
Stakeholders, and various local, State and federal agencies; assure proper and timely resolution of
student, instructors, staff and administrative issues and conflicts related to the Center for Lifelong
Learning.
Develop and conduct training and staff development activities as required; prepare and deliver oral
presentations; explain principles, standards, guidelines, practices, procedures and techniques related
to the Center’s programs and oversee the preparation and distribution of related training materials.
Direct and participate in the preparation and maintenance of various records, reports and files related
to programs, courses, services, curriculum, students, enrollment, projects, grants, financial activity,
budgets, personnel and assigned duties.
Incorporate technology and social media into the Center for Lifelong Learning operations.
Work with students from diverse cultural ethnic, socioeconomic, academic, and disability
backgrounds.
OTHER DUTIES:
Perform related duties as assigned.
KNOWLEDGE AND ABILITIES:
KNOWLEDGE OF:
Planning, organization and direction of the operations and activities of self-supporting lifelong
learning programs.
Curriculum standards, requirements, interpretation and application in assigned programs and courses.
College, State and federal standards and requirements governing college district educational
programs.
Self-supporting business models for educational enterprises.
Design and delivery of lifelong learning programs and courses.
Instructional techniques and strategies that are responsive to the learning needs of different segments
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of the community.
Developments in the use of technology in instruction and general operations.
Current and developing trends in a comprehensive continuing education program.
Principles, practices, procedures and techniques involved in the development and implementation of
a comprehensive, self-supporting lifelong learning program.
Principles and practices of administration, supervision and training.
Budget preparation and control.
Oral and written communication skills.
Applicable laws, codes, regulations, policies and procedures.
Interpersonal skills using tact, patience and courtesy.
Operation of a computer and assigned software.
Public relations techniques.
Analyze situations accurately and adopt an effective course of action.
ABILITY TO:
Lead an entrepreneurial organization from inception.
Plan, organize, control and direct the operations and activities of the Center for Lifelong Learning.
Coordinate and direct communications, personnel, curriculum and information to meet community
needs and assure smooth and efficient program activities.
Supervise and evaluate the performance of assigned employees.
Develop and implement lifelong learning courses and related instructional activities.
Collaborate with others in the development and implementation of lifelong learning courses and
activities.
Coordinate and conduct training and staff development activities as required.
Communicate effectively both orally and in writing.
Analyze situations accurately and adopt an effective course of action.
Meet schedules and time lines.
Work independently with little direction.
Plan and organize work.
Prepare comprehensive narrative and statistical reports.
Direct the maintenance of a variety of reports, records and files related to assigned activities.
EDUCATION AND PAID EXPERIENCE:
Any combination equivalent to: bachelor’s degree and three years increasingly responsible
educational and administrative experience working with community, continuing education, extension
or related programs designed to meet the life enrichment learning needs of the community;
experience working with the non-profit sector; knowledge and experience in managing a complex
budget; knowledge and experience in fundraising
LICENSES AND OTHER REQUIREMENTS:
Valid California driver’s license.
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WORKING CONDITIONS:
ENVIRONMENT:
Indoor work environment.
Driving a vehicle to conduct work.
PHYSICAL DEMANDS:
Dexterity of hands and fingers to operate a computer keyboard.
Seeing to read a variety of materials.
Sitting or standing for extended periods of time.
Hearing and speaking to exchange information and make presentations.
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Santa Barbara City College
Project: Mission Statement Review Process
Rationale for the review of the mission statement


The mission defines our students, programs, and services and therefore it is
central to all planning and decision-making. During this time of changing
regulations and funding, review of the mission is an opportunity for the college to
proactively reassess and refine our purpose and thereby assume some degree of
control over our destiny.



The current mission reflects the high expectation that the college can be all things
to all people. This is no longer feasible given recent changes in regulations (i.e.,
priority registration) as well as reduced state apportionment make the current
mission less useful as the foundation of institutional planning. The updated
mission will help us embrace the changes and make decisions that fit the culture
of the college.

Process
October 29- November 5
Draft a white paper to outline the rationale for reviewing the mission statement
November 6
Meet with College Planning Council (CPC) to introduce the project and review
the draft process and timeline
November 12 – December 7
Conduct interviews to begin the dialogue about the mission
 One-on-one with each member of CPC and the Executive Council
 As groups: Academic Senate, Classified Consultation Group, Deans’
Council, Student Senate, Managers, and Board
Interviews will include a review of the white paper as well as discussion
of key questions such as, “What are our priorities as we move into a
future of permanently reduced funding?”, “Who are we?”, and “Who do
we want to be?”
November 19 - January 11
Summarize the interviews, identify common themes, and integrate that
summary into the white paper
1|Page
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Late January
CPC retreat for the purposes of:
 Reviewing the results of the interviews and
 Drafting a revised mission statement.
Participants at the retreat will be CPC plus two additional representatives
from each constituency and two Board members.
February
Submit draft revised mission statement to CPC. CPC members seek feedback
on the draft mission statement from their constituents, revise the draft as
warranted, and recommend a final revised mission statement to the
Superintendent/President.
March

Superintendent/President presents the proposed mission statement to the
Board of Trustees at the March Study Session and presents the proposed
mission statement for second reading and action at regular meeting in March
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ZERO BASED BUDGETING
After years of budget downsizing, it often becomes necessary to pause during the annual budget
development cycle and ensure that our limited resources are being allocated to that which we consider to
be of the highest priority - that is, the critical and essential areas of the institution. If we don't do this
during protracted periods of budget reduction and instead each year start with roll-over budgets, we run
the risk of sustaining funding in areas that would not be considered to be of the highest priority. A way to
periodically recalibrate the budget allocation process and ensure that our shrinking funds are indeed
targeting our internal priorities is to engage in zero-based budgeting (ZBB).
What is ZBB?
ZBB is a process that allows a program, department, or cost center to rebuild the discretionary sector of
its budget using tiers (i.e., priorities) to ensure that the most critical, essential needs are funded.
If I am a budget manager, how do I go through the ZBB process?
You will be asked to rebuild your discretionary part of the budget with a keen and careful eye to
prioritizing your needs across three tiers: Tier 1 encompasses your greatest, most critical needs without
which your program cannot function; Tier 2 are high priority (not highest), important needs; and Tier 3 are
needed funds but not considered absolutely necessary.
We will only be applying ZBB to certain line item accounts - the ones that are discretionary. We will not
ask you to look at those line items that include any regular, permanent employees - only the areas that
are considered discretionary (e.g., short-term hourly, supplies, services) within your budget.
What ZBB requires:
 an honest assessment of your highest priority, critically essential needs
 a willingness to place a lower priority on line items that you as a budget manager deem not
critically essential or critical to your program or department
 a commitment to the good of the whole
 a willingness to shift resources institutionally to ensure all critical, essential areas are being
supported campus-wide.
Isn't ZBB a lot of work?
Not really - budget managers know their needs and can with some degree of reflection prioritize those
needs. And ZBB is not an annual process. It's done only periodically (perhaps once every few years) to
ensure funds follow priorities.
What ZBB is not:
ZBB is not program discontinuance.
ZBB is not a lay off faculty, staff, or administrators.
ZBB is not a wish list
What is ZBB:
it's a honest, genuine, and careful assessment of your critical budget needs so that the discretionary
budget can be rebuilt to fund the highest needs across campus.

Process for developing the zero based budget (ZBB) for your area/department/organization

The definitions for the three tiers are:
Tier One Priority: Highest / Critical:
Budget request items that are essential or critical for the service department or academic program.
Without such funding, the program/department would not be able to function to meet current
educational standards or the minimum service levels of student support or operational services.
Typically, these items would be a critical fixed cost to run the service and/or program and usually will
require funding from an ongoing source.
Tier Two Priority: High Priority / Important
Budget request items that are necessary to meet current goals of the program, department, or service;
to include but not limited to, enrollment objectives or student service or success goals of the college.
Reducing tier 2 may reduce the level of service provided, but not cause undue hardship. These costs
may fluctuate depending on the enrollment objectives or student service demands of the
fiscal/academic year, and at times, can be adjusted by other cost effective means.
Tier Three Priority: Low Priority / Needed But Not Necessary
Budget request items that are needed but are not immediately necessary. These expenses can be part of
the long range goal (e.g. program expansion), or objectives associated with renovations, equipment with
a sustainable life, or capital improvements. Funding for these budget requests can be postponed or
funded by categorical, grant, or one-time sources if available.
The process for the completion of the zero based budget:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

The spreadsheet is distributed to all budget managers.
The budget manager will submit to their immediate supervisor for review.
All of the budgets are reviewed by the appropriate VP .
The zero based budgets are reviewed by CPC.
The budget is incorporated into the budget process for 2013-14.

Each budget manager will get a spreadsheet with columns for the last three years actual expenditures
and the 2012-13 budget. There will be a column each for tier 1, tier 2 or tier 3 columns. Working from
the 2012-13 budget assign the appropriate funding requested to each tier, the three columns should
add up to the total budget. In the ZBB column put the dollar amount requested based upon the needs of
the department; this may be more or less than the 2012-13 budget. An explanation for all of the funds
requested for each account must be included.

Reorganization
Human Resources and Emergency Preparedness
October 2012
Factors Contributing to this Reorganization Plan







Retirement of the Vice President, Human Resources/Legal Affairs in June 2012.
Opportunity to examine the efficacy of decoupling human resources from legal
affairs.
Opportunity to reorganize Human Resources, accrue a salary savings, and
redeploy that savings to an institutional position with broad responsibilities in
emergency/disaster preparedness and response.
Limited progress has been made to date across the institution to address ongoing
regulatory compliance issues associated with emergency/disaster preparedness
and response.
Inability to address critical aspects of emergency/disaster preparedness and
response with existing staffing.
Ensure that SBCC’s 20,000+ students and our faculty, staff, and administrators
have access to training, drills, operational support, and education for
emergency/disaster readiness and response.
Human Resources





Restructure the Vice President, Human Resources/Legal Affairs position into
Vice President, Human Resources.
Engage external legal counsel on a retainer basis.
Reorganize the Human Resources department:
(1) eliminate the position of Director of Human Resources;
(2) assign the current Director of Human Resources/interim Vice President of
Human Resources to the Vice President position on a permanent basis; and
(3) reclassify the Human Resources Technician II position to Human Resources
Technician III as a result of significantly increased scope of responsibilities
associated with this reorganization.

Emergency/Disaster Preparedness and Response




Utilize the savings from the Human Resources reorganization to (1) bring the
college into compliance with emergency preparedness regulations, protocols,
procedures, and laws; and (2) ensure ongoing readiness by creating a management
position with oversight, accountability, and responsibility for all aspects of
emergency/disaster preparedness and response.
Assign oversight of the Campus Security Department to this new position.

Proposal: Reorganization for Risk Management, Community Services, Purchasing,
Duplicating Contracts and Bidding
The vacancy of the director of risk management and community services has created the need for
reorganizing Business Services. The primary assumption is that the director position will not be
replaced and the restructuring will allow for preserving most of the salary for that position as
savings to the District. The areas that need additional resources applied to them are risk/liability,
contract administration and the expanding role of community services. This reorganization will
provide for covering these responsibilities with one less management position. The
reorganization would be permanent.
Positions Restructured
Three positions will have additional responsibilities assigned to them:
1. Director of Purchasing to become Director of Administrative Services. This is a new
position assigning risk/liability management, community services and contracts to the
position of Director of Purchasing. These additional responsibilities would require
restructuring two positions reporting in to this position.
2. Lead for Community Services and Workers Compensation Administration. Currently
there is an administrator working out of class to support the expanded role of community
services as well as supporting workers compensation and risk. This position would be
made permanent at the current level (working out-of-class) and would oversee one full
time administrator and at least 7 part-time temporary workers.
3. The Senior Buyer would become Lead of Purchasing, Shipping and Receiving. This
would be adding the responsibility of overseeing shipping, receiving, moves and adds to
the senior buyer responsibilities providing relief for the director position.
There will be one position (Communications Services Coordinator) moved from communications
(currently reports to Director-Purchasing), into the IT department as a result of the
reorganization. This will help to balance the workload for the new Director position.
The savings from the restructuring after taking into consideration the compensation required for
the increased responsibilities would be from the elimination of the rent-a-risk manager position.
There is $22,500 remaining in the current year budget for the position. This would be allocated
to the three positions with approximately $7,500 remaining. The savings from eliminating the
position were approximately $80,000 in the current year, making total savings from eliminating
the position approximately $87.500.

District Technology Plan – P. Bishop
Student Learning, Achievement, and Development
The effective use of technology, including a universally designed environment, will help enable
the institution to achieve the ambitious goals and objectives in the College Plan: 2011-2014 for
increasing student access, learning and success. This will require the college to identify best
practices in using technology as well as to provide the resources, training and processes needed
for increasing student access, learning and success.
Goal 1. Deploy technology that supports increased student success through innovative
credit instruction and student support programs that address the needs of a diverse college
population.
Objectives:
1. Establish a process for identifying and replacing obsolete technology that is not covered
by Program Review and the Routine/Non-Routine Resource Request process.
2. Expand WiFi infrastructure to meet campus demand.
3. All classrooms will be brought up to the current technology standards of the district and
added to the replacement cycle.
4. Update a Distance Education plan by June 2012 and implement it by June 2014.
5. Continue to transition college forms from paper to online in a work flow environment.
6. Identify, implement and support a centralized media streaming solution for on-campus
access.
7. Implement a virtualization solution for remote deployment and streaming of applications
and desktops that can be used for delivering applications to distance education “virtual
labs”, as well as for reducing hardware needs in instructional computer labs, kiosk areas,
and administrative offices.
8. Support the district’s Learning Management System based on the needs of district users.
9. Integrate the district’s classroom capture system with the district’s Learning Management
System.
10. Implement and support student service applications for the following: U-Direct,
Electronic Transcripts, Online BOG Waiver Application, and Cal Grant Award
Automation.
11. Implement, integrate and support a Distance Education Orientation for students enrolled
in distance education.

Outreach, Access, and Responsiveness to the Community

Technology systems and services are needed in order to provide students with equitable and
timely access to all support services regardless of their location or mode of instruction; to
increase student involvement and self-reliance in planning, decision making, goal setting and
evaluation of their educational progress; and to save students time in navigating the college’s
administrative and information systems.
Goal 2. Support Continuing Education with technology resources.
Objectives:
1. Provide media enhanced instructional technology tools in 75% of applicable classrooms
at both the Wake and Schott Centers by 2013-14.
2. Provide WiFi coverage for all classrooms by 2013-14.
3. Complete the transition to Lumens and Banner for all Continuing Education data capture
and reporting.
Goal 3. Optimize access to education for all segments of the community that can benefit
from the college’s programs and services within the constraints of state budget reductions.
Objectives:

Faculty, Staff, and Administrators
SBCC faculty and staff receive technology training in support of new and existing technologies.
A professional development program will assist staff in mastering software. Faculty training
also includes effective use of the student portal and a course management system for the delivery
of online and web-enhanced courses. Sufficient time for technology training should be
scheduled on a regular basis for all.
Goal 4. Provide appropriate technology and training for faculty, staff and administrators.
Objectives:
1. Assess and improve technology training opportunities to enable faculty, staff and
administrators to adapt to the changing technology available on campus.
2. Implement Mobile Applications for students including Grades, Student Schedule,
Directory Feed, and RSS of events.
3. Provide ongoing support for Banner and integration of associated third party software
applications and refine business processes in the context of these applications.
4. Upgrade and redesign student portal (Pipeline), leveraging new technologies.
5. Migrate from the existing email system to a unified collaboration tool.

6. Provide on-demand training and workshops to increase universally-designed course
materials.

Governance, Decision support, and Fiscal Management
The college is provided with responsive and secure systems to access administrative information
that facilitates informed decisions. Effective organizational structures assure quality support
services and provide direction for decision support systems across the college.
Goal 5. Establish college-wide accountability systems that are based on quantitative and
qualitative data and linked to planning and budgeting.
Objectives:
1. By Fall 2014 develop a decision support system for enrollment management and
institutional effectiveness research.
2. Complete the implementation of Banner and integration of associated third party software
applications and refine business processes in the context of this implementation.
3. Implement and support a centralized online survey solution to be utilized by staff and
faculty.
4. Establish and implement a process to evaluate operational needs (e.g. staffing, facilities)
and resource availability for pending program review technology requests.
5. Develop a salary model and other financial reports that support the decision-making
process.
6. Complete the implementation of the Faculty Leave and Compensation module in Banner
including the deployment of self-service functionality.
7. Continue to develop and implement Banner self-service applications including open
enrollment for employee benefits, leave reporting, and purchase requisitions

Facilities, capital projects, and maintenance
Information technology needs to be effectively and efficiently planned, managed, and should
reflect the complexity of the information technology environment of the college and the need for
increased participation by and communication with a wide array of college constituents.
Goal 6. Create an optimal physical and technological environment that ensures the best
service to students and the local community and support the long range capital
construction plan.
Objectives:

1. Energy efficiency will be a priority for new and replacement equipment.
2. Implement a Disaster Recovery & Business Continuity (DR/BC) Plan
3. Implement and support a centralized campus-wide web printing solution for the districts
wireless network.
4. Replace exiting black and white network printers with all- in-one commercial copiers in
instructional computers labs and staff/faculty common areas.
5. Expand Learning Management hardware infrastructure to allow for enterprise system
redundancy for failure over options and user scalability.
6. Build a new inventory control system for better management and reporting of computer
assets in an effort to streamline the computer replacement process.
7. Deploy new system infrastructure to provide remote deployment of software applications
and centralized management of campus computers.
8. Develop a Mobile Device Management strategy for centralized management and overthe-air configuration of wireless devices belonging to the district.

